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DÉBUT



Inspired by co-founders Sheridyn & Brooke’s first mornings 
in France, LIÁN LOU’s Spring Summer 2022 collection DÉBUT 
encapsulates the contentment of beginning a new day well. 

Exploring a city before it wakes, having a clear and open mind, 
moving your body in nature, the smell of coffee and croissants, 
experiencing new surroundings and being grateful for the 
present moment can be felt in each and every detail.

We hope you enjoy your exclusive preview of our first collection 
and that you may begin your day well with LIÁN LOU’s DÉBUT. 

With love,
Sheridyn and Brooke 

OUR INSPIRATION.



OUR COLLECTION.

Drawing from Parisian spaces that are best discovered with a 
coffee in hand, a balance of clean lines and flowing silhouettes 
appear throughout the collection. Oversized shapes are met 
with a feminine touch, through hints of skin and soft tailoring, 

embodying the art of French simplicity. 

Crisp organic cotton poplin keeps our styles light and fresh on 
warm summer strolls, while textural linen creates somptueux 
structure within signature LIAN LOU designs. Find bespoke 
buttons in natural corozo materials take on the layers of 
a freshly baked croissant, with our seasonal quilt stitch 
manifesting from the strength and presence of Parisian 

architecture. 

Soft sage greens and cornflower blues form our seasonal 
hues that pay homage to prominent memories of the Jardin 
du Luxembourg and array of blue doors throughout the 6th 
arrondissement. Supported by our subtle gingham print, 
drawing from the weaving of wicker chairs that can be found 
in every corner cafe. Finely balanced with complimentary 
warm undertones, DÉBUT presents a palette that will find 

placement in any Spring Summer wardrobe. 



STORY ONE — JARDIN.
available september



CALME CROP.

98% ORGANIC COTTON 2% SPANDEX
WHITE

NZD 70

An everyday crop with a square neckline 
and lowered back for an extra hint of skin. 
Available in fresh white, made from a soft 
organic cotton rib and spandex fabrication for 

stretch and comfort.

Made in New Zealand. 

LUCIEN SHIRT. 

100% ORGANIC COTTON
WHITE & JARDIN GREEN

NZD 290

An oversized shirt with an open collar to 
highlight the decollotage in a fresh white and a 
soft sage green. Made in a crisp organic cotton 
poplin fabrication for structure and fresh skin 
feel. Finished with a flattering curved side 
hem and our seasonal bespoke buttons on an 

extended cuff. 

Made in New Zealand. 



SENAT SKIRT.

100% LINEN
JARDIN GREEN
NZD 240

A high-waisted mini skirt with subtle a-line 
shape to flatter the body in a soft sage green. 
Made in a textured linen fabrication for 
structure and breathability. Fully lined in soft 
organic cotton for comfortable skin feel. 

Made in New Zealand. 

ASSURE BLAZER. 

100% LINEN
JARDIN GREEN
NZD 520

A masculine style blazer with classic notched 
lapel and tuckable pockets. Made in a soft 
sage green textured linen fabrication for 
structure and breathability. Finished with 
seasonal bespoke buttons on the cuff. Size up 
for an oversized look. Fully lined in soft organic 
cotton for comfortable skin feel. 

Made in Australia.



STORY TWO — CROISSANT.
available october



PROMENADE SHORTS.

100% LINEN 
WHITE & CROISSANT BROWN
NZD 280

A high-waisted mini skirt with subtle a-line 
shape to flatter the body in both crisp white 
and warm beige. Made in a textured linen 
fabrication for structure and breathability. 
Fully lined in soft organic cotton for 
comfortable skin feel. 

Made in New Zealand. 

ASSURE BLAZER. 

100% LINEN
CROISSANT BROWN
NZD 520

A masculine style blazer with classic notched 
lapel and tuckable pockets. Made in a warm 
beige tone textured linen fabrication for 
structure and breathability. Finished with 
seasonal bespoke buttons on the cuff. Size up 
for an oversized look. Fully lined in soft organic 
cotton for comfortable skin feel. 

Made in Australia.



STORY THREE — PORTE.
available november



AVENUE TOP.

100% ORGANIC COTTON
WHITE & PORTE BLUE
NZD 220

A delicate top with dipped neckline, thin straps 
and low back for a barely there feel. Made in 
crisp organic cotton poplin fabrication creates 
effortless drape and fresh skin feel. Available 
in fresh white and soft cornflower blue with a 
subtle square stitch detailing throughout adds 
texture and intrigue. Fully lined in soft organic 
cotton. 

Made in New Zealand. 

ASSURE BLAZER. 

100% LINEN 
PORTE BLUE
NZD 520

A masculine style blazer with classic notched 
lapel and tuckable pockets. Made in a warm 
beige tone textured linen fabrication for 
structure and breathability. Finished with 
seasonal bespoke buttons on the cuff. Size up 
for an oversized look. Fully lined in soft organic 
cotton for comfortable skin feel. 

Made in Australia.



FLORE MIDI DRESS. 

100% ORGANIC COTTON
PORTE BLUE

NZD 520

A soft yet strong midi dress with dipped 
neckline and thin straps. In a soft cornflower 
blue, made from crisp organic cotton poplin 
fabrication creates effortless drape and fresh 
skin feel. Hidden side pockets and subtle 
square stitch detailing throughout adds 
texture and intrigue. Fully lined in soft organic 

cotton. 

Made in New Zealand. 



STORY FOUR — CHAISE.
available december



LUCIEN SHIRT. 

100% ORGANIC COTTON
CHAISE GINGHAM

NZD 300

An oversized shirt with an open collar to 
highlight the decollotage in a bespoke gingham 
print. Made in a crisp organic cotton poplin 
fabrication for structure and fresh skin feel. 
Finished with a flattering curved side hem and 
our seasonal bespoke buttons on an extended 

cuff. 

Made in New Zealand. 




